The hypercenter of a finite group may be characterized by various properties which, however, cease to be equivalent if applied to infinite groups. Of the possibilities thus arising we investigate here only one, the terminal member of the upper central chain;
Notations.
C(S < G) = centralizer of the subset S ill the group G --totality of elements z in G which comnmte with every element s in S. Z (G)= center of the group G.
Ix, y] = x -1 y -1 xy.
[X, Y]-~ subgroup G which is generated by all tile commutators [x, y] for x in X and y in Y.
x a = totality of elements g -1 xg for g in G. {S} = subgroup generated by subset S. X < Y signifies that X is a proper part of Y and X < Y signifies that X is contained in Y. X fl Y ~ intersection of X and Y. G-~H signifies isomorphy of the groups G and H. p-group = group all of whose elements have order a power of p. Consequently (KN S)W/W is finite. Since S/(KN S)W has been shown to be finite, it follows that S[W is finite contradicting our choice of W. Thus we have been led to a contradiction by assuming the infinity of S. Hence S is finite, as we wanted to prove.
Slightly extending a terminology that we adopted elsewhere we shall term the normal subgroup N of G locally finite, if every finite subset of N is contained in a finite normal subgroup of G which without toss in generality may be assumed to be part of N. It is clear that locally finite normal subgroups have the property (F) of Lemma 2 and that this property (F) is weaker than local finiteness. A still weaker property is the following one: (WF) Every/inite subset o] N generates a finite subgroup o/N. It is the content of Lemma 2 that every normal subgroup with property (F) has likewise property (WF). The converse is false as there exist infinite groups with property (WF) without finite normal subgroups r 1; see, for instance, Baer [1; p. 412, Example 3.4] . All the elements in a normal subgroup with property (WF) are clearly of finite order; whether the converse is true is a question essentially equivalent with the strongest from of Burnside's celebrated conjecture.
It will be convenient to speak of WF-subgroups instead of subgroups with property
(WF) and to denote by W(G) the product o] all normal WF-subgroups o/the group G.
Then we prove the following fact.
W (G) is a normal W F-subgroup and WIG/W(G)] = 1.
Proof: We begin by verifying the following simple proposition.
(
1) I] M and N are normal subgroups o] G, i] M <N and i/M is a normal WF-subffroup o] G and N / M is a normal W F-subgroup o/G/M, then N is a normal W F-subgroup o/G.
To prove this consider a finite subset F of N and denote by S the subgroup generated by F.
Theu SM[M is a finitely generated subgroup of N/M. Hence 
SM]M is finite. But SM/M ~-~_ S/(S fi M)
so that the latter group is finite too. Since S is finitely generated, it follows from the Finiteness Principle that S N M is finitely generated. But M is a WF-subgroup. Hence S N M is finite. Since S N M and S ] (S N M) are finite, S is finite. Consequently N has property (WF).
(2) The product o] two normal W F-subgroups is a normal W F-subgrou p.
Suppose that A and B are normal WF-subgroup. Then AB is a normal subgroup. Every finite subset of AB/A may be represented by a finite subset of B. Hence AB/A is a normal WF-subgroup of G/A. Now we deduce from (1) that AB is a normal WF-subgroup of G.
(3) The product o~ a/inite number o/normal W F-subgroups is a normal W ~-subgroup.
This follows from (2) by an obvious inductive argument.
(4) W (G) is a normal W F-subgroup.
If g is an element in W(G), then there exist, by definition of W(G), finitely many normal WF-subgroups N(1) .... , N(k) such that g belongs to their product N(1)... N(k). Consequently every finite subset F of W(G) is contained in a product P of finitely many normal WF-subgroups of G. It follows from (3) that P is a normal WE-subgroup of G. Hence F generates a finite subgroup. Consequently W(G) has property (WF). ( W(G) ]. This completes the proof.
5) W[G]W(G)]~-I.

There exists one and only one normal subgroup T of G such that W (G) _< T and T/W (G) = :: W[G/W(G)]. It follows from (4) that W(G) and T/W(G) are normal WF-subgroups of G and G/W(G) respectively. It follows from (1) that T is a normal WF-subgroup of G. Now it follows from the definition of W(G) that T ~ W(G) ~ T or T ~ W(G). Hence 1 = T] W(G) -~ ~-WIG~
Definition i: N is a ]initely reducible subgroup o] G, i] N is a normal subgroup o] G, i] N r 1 and i] 1 is the intersection o] all normal subgroups X of G with the property: (M) X <N and NIX is a finite minimal normal subgroup of G/X.
The exclusion of N = 1 is just a matter of technical convenience.
We note that every product of finite minimal normal subgroups of G is a finitely reducible subgroup of G; and that direct products of finitely reducible subgroups of G are finitely reducible subgroups of G. But it is not true that every product of finitely reducible subgroups is finitely reducible; if, for instance, G is the additive group of rational numbers, then every cyclic subgroup, not 0 of G is finitely reducible whereas their product G does not have this property. --Every free group G r 1 is a finitely reducible subgroup of itself; but their exist quotient groups of G which do not have this property [at least if the rank of G is greater than 1].
Definition 2: The subgroup N o/ G is locally /initely reducible, i/ to every normal subgroup M o] G satis]ying M < N there exists a ]initely reducible subgroup o] G/M which is part o[ N/M.
It is almost obvious that locally finitely reducible subgroups need not be finitely reducible. Conversely consider the free group G possessing a normal subgroup N with the property: G[N is an infinite simple group. Then G is finitely reducible, but cannot be locally finitely reducible, since GIN does not contain finitely reducible subgroups.
Every locally ]initely reducible subgroup is normal.
To verify this consider a locally finitely reducible subgroup N of G and form the product P of all the normal subgroups of G which are part of N. It is clear that P is a normal subgroup of G which is part of N; and an immediate application of Definition 2 shows the impossibility of P ~ N.
Lemma 3: If N is a locally ]initely reducible subgroup of G, and i~ M is a normal subgroup o] G, then NM/M i8 a locally ]initely reducible subgroup o/G/M.
Remark: This propositiol~ becomes particularly interesting, if we remember that quotient groups of finitely reducible groups need not be finitely reducible. 
Proof
/(H N N).
Clearly KM is a normal subgroup of G such that
H =M(H N N) ~MK <MN.
Next wc deduce from Dcdekind's Law that
N NH g(N AH) (K NM)= K NM(N NH)= K NH <_N NH or N N H = (N (1H) (K N M) =K N H;
and this implies in particular that K N M < h" N H.
If the normal subgroup W of G is situated between H and MK, then it follows from M gH and Dedekind's Law that tV : M(K N W). It is clear that K N W is a normal subgroup of G satisfying
HflN=KNH <KN W <K, WK=M(Ktl W)K:::MK, H(KN W)=WNHK=W, K/(K N W) ~-WK/W = MK/W.
If on the other hand the nornml sul>gr<)ul) V of G is situated between H N N and K, then HV is a normal subgroup between H and HK =M(H N N) It is clear that A= N* N C(N* <G*) is an abelian normal subgroup of G* which is part of N*. From the hypothesis of our case we deduce the existence of an element a # 1 in A. Let B be the subgroup of G* which is generated by the totality of elements conjugate to a in G*. It is clear that 1 <B <=.A <N*. Since the index of C(N* <G*) in G* is finite, the number of elements conjugate to a is finite. Thus the abelian normal subgroup B of G* is finitely generated. It follows from Lemma 4 that B is a locally finitely reducible subgroup of G*. Since B r 1, this implies the existence of a finitely reducible normal subgroup of G* which is part of B and hence of N*; and this completes the proof.
Bemark: If N is a normal subgroup of G and G/C(N <G) is finite, then it may be seen that [G, N] Proof: Assume by way of contradiction that L[M is infinite. Since L is finitely generated, L/M is finitely generated too; and thus we may deduce from Lemma 1 the existence of a normal subgroup N of G with the following properties:
if H is a normal subgroup of G such that N <H <L, then L/H is finite.
Since N <L, and since L is a locally finitely reducible subgroup of G, L/N contains a finitely reducible subgroup of GIN. Since finitely reducible subgroups are normal subgroups different from 1, there exists a normal subgroup K of G with the following properties: N < K _< L and N is the intersection of all the normal subgroups X of G which satisfy:
(+)N <X <K and K/X is a finite minimal normal subgroup of G/X.
Consider now some subgroup X with property (+). Since L/M is a p-group, K/X is a p-group. But K/X is a minimal normal subgroup of G/X and therefore can not possess proper characteristic subgroups. Thus K/X is a finite p-group without proper characteristic ~ubgroups. Hence K/X is abelian and this is equivalent to saying that [K, K] ~X.
Since N is the intersection of all these subgroups X, it follows that [K, K] < N. Hence KIN is abelian.
From N < K < L and the choice of N it follows that L/K is finite. Since L is finitely generated, it follows from the Finiteness Principle that K too is finitely generated. Thus K[N is a finitely generated abelian group. Since L/M is a p-group, KIN is a p-group. Consequently KIN is a finitely generated abelian p-group; and this shows that KIN is finite. Since L/K is likewise finite, we see that L/N is finite. But this contradicts our choice of N. Thus we have been led to a contradiction by assuming that L/M is infinite, proving the desired finiteness of L/M.
Hypercentrality.
Of the various possible concepts of hypercentrality only two will be investigated.
These we introduce in tile present section which is devoted to a derivation of their basic properties. If in particular G itself is a lower hypercentral subgroup of G, then we term G a lower nilpotent group. It is easily deduced from a Theorem of Magnus that every free group is lower nilpotent, though quotient groups of free groups are not always lower nilpotent.
On the other hand it is quite obvious that N N S is a lower hypercentral subgroup of the subgroup S of G whenever N is a lower hypercentral normal subgroup of G.
From the fact that free groups are lower nilpotent, it follows that lower hypercentrality will generally prove too weak a concept. This concept will accordingly only play a minor r61e in our discussion. Tile important concept for us is the following one. G, and i[M < N, then (N / M) 
If in particular G itself is an upper hypercentral subgroup of G, then we term G an "upper nilpotent group. Note that the nonabe]ian free groups are lower nilpotent, but clearly not upper nilpotent.
Upper hypercentral subgroups are normal.
To prove this consider an upper hypercentral subgroup N of G and form the product P of all the normal subgroups of G which are part of N. It is clear that P is a normal subgroup of G and that P ~ N. Assume by way of contradiction that P < N. Then it follows from the upper hypercentrality of N that 1 r ( N / P) N Z (G / P) = Q / P where Q is a uniquely determined subgroup of G such that P < Q ~ N. But subgroups of the center are normal so that Q itself is normal. Hence Q g P <Q, an impossibility. Consequently N = P is a normal subgroup of G. 
is a consequence of (iii).
Assume finally the validity of (iv). If M is a normal subgroup of G such that M < N and N/M is a finite minimal normal subgroup of G/M, then it follows from (iv) that N/M<Z (G/M) . This is equivalent to saying that [G, N]<M. Hence [G, N] is part of the inteTsection J of all the normal subgroups X of G such that X< N and N/X is a finite minimal normal subgroup of G. But N is a finitely reducible subgroup of G. Hence condition (L) is satisfied by N and N is consequently a lower hypercentral normal subgroup of G.
Remark:
The converse of this corollary is false, as has been pointed out before. and it follows from our minimal choice of fl that Z r N N <-
Hence 1 <K/M <_(N/M)N Z(G/M). Thus condition (U) is satisfied by N and this completes the proof of the equivalence of our nine conditions. ~orollary 2:1 t the normal subgroup N ol G is part ot an upper hypercentral subgroup ot G, then N is an upper hypercentral subgroup o t G.
This is an immediate consequence of the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ix) of Proposition 2.
The Commutativity Relations.
We want to show in the present section that elements in hypercentral normal subgroups commute with "many" elements in the group.
Lemma t: 1 t x is an element in the lower hypercentral normal subgroup N ot G, i/g is an element in G and i t the orders ot x and g are finite and relatively prime, then xg = gx.
Proof: Denote by S the subgroup of G which is generated by x and g; and let M = = [S, S] be the commutator subgroup of S. Then S/M is an abelian group which is generated by two elements of finite order so that S/M is finite. Since S is finitely generated, it follows from w 1, Finiteness Principle that M is finitely generated.
Assume now by way of contradiction that" c = x-lc-lxg r 1. Then M ~ 1. Proof: Assume first that g is an element of finite order. Then g = g' g" = g" g' where the orders of x and g' are relatively prime whereas every prime divisor of the order n of g" is a divisor of the order m of x. It follows from w 2, Corollary 1 that N is a lower hypercentral normal subgroup of G. Since the orders of x and g" = g,n are relatively prime, it follows now from Lemma 1 that xg n = g'x as we wanted to show.
Assume next that g is of infinite order and suppose by way of contradiction that xgnr g"x for every positive n. We form the subgroup S generated by x and g; and we 
It is clear that [t, g'] belongs to [G, T] < D _< C. Consequently g' commutes with [t, g'].
Now we deduce from g,-1 tg,= tit, g'] that g,-i tg,~ = t[t, g,]i
for every positive i. Since t belongs to T_<N, and since g' induces in N an automorphism of order p~, we have
is an element in D < N whose order is a multiple of p; and this shows the existence of elements of order p in N.
Subgroups of the Center.
In the light of w 2, Lemma 1 and w 2, Proposition 2 it is important to have criteria for a finite minimal normal subgroup or a finitely reducible subgroup to be part of the center. In this section such criteria will be obtained. 
ii) I/T is a maximal subgroup o/the subgroup S o/G, and i]M N S ~: T, then T is a no~mal subgrou~ o/S. (iii) I/ the element x in M is o] order a power o] ~, and i] g is an element in G, then
there exists an integer m = re(x, g) such that x g v'~= gv" x. Hence T is a normal subgroup of S proving that (ii) is a consequence of (i).
Assume next the validity of (ii). If g is an element in G, then we form the subgroup 
(S). This implies in particular that S/MZ(S) is a finite cyclic group. Since M is. finite, MZ(S)/Z(S) is likewise finite; and thus we have shown that S/Z(S) is finite. Consider now a maximal subgoup of S~ Z(S). Such a maximal subgroup has the form T/Z(S) where Z(S)< T <S and 7' is a maximal subgroup of S. If T contains M, then
T is a normal subgroup of S, since S/M is cyclic and since therefore every subgroup of S/M is normal. If T does not contain M ~: M N S, then we apply (ii) to see that T is a normal subgroup of S. Thus we have shown that every maximal subgroup of the finite group S/Z(S) is normal. Now it follows from a Theorem of Wielandt that S/Z(~q) is a finite nilpotent group; see, for instance, Zassenhaus [1; p. 108, Satz 13]. But then it folh)ws from w 2, Proposition 2 that S is upper nilpotent. If the element x in M is of" order a power of p, then we may now deduce from w 3, Lemma 2 the existence of '~n integer m such that xg rm= g~mx; and thus we have shown that (iii) is a consequence of (ii).
It is almost obvious that (iv) is a consequence of (iii), if we remember only that M is finite.
Assume finally the validity of (iv). Then there exists an element t r 1 in M whose order is a power of p with the property: (+) To every g in G there exists an integer m =: re(g) such that to "'~ = g~,m t.
Since M is a finite normal subgroup, every element conjugate to t in G t)clongs to M and their number is finite. Consequently there exists a finite set F in G such that the set of elements/-1 t/with / in F is the totality of elements conjugate to t in G.
Consider now an element g in G and denote by k(.q) the maximum of the finitely
/-i t/)g~'= g~(/-1 t/) and t(/g/-1) ~i= (/g/-I)'it
are equivalent properties of the integer i, one sees easily the following fact. 
The Main Criteria for Hypercentrality.
The type of criterion for hypercentrality that we obtain will depend on the extent to which elements of infinite order are admitted. 
i) I] T and S are subgroups o/G such that T < (S N N) T < S, then the normalizer o/ T in S is di][erent ]rom T. (if) I/T is a subgroup o/ G such that T < N T, then the normalizer o] T in N T is di//erent ~tom T.
Remark t: If we let in particular N = G, then we obtain an earlier result of the author; see Baer [1; p. 423, Theorem 4.15] .
Remark 2: The condition T <(S n N)T is equivalent to S N N ~ T.
Proof: Assume the validity of (i) and consider a subgroup T of G such that T ,< N T.
Let S = N T. Then T <N T = (S n N)T ~S; and it follows from (i) that the normalizer of T in S = N T is different from T.
Assume next the validity of (if) and suppose that S, T are subgroups of G satisfying
T ~ (S N N)T g S. We define by transfinite induction an ascending chain of subgroups R (a) as follows: R (0) = T, R (a + 1) is the normalizer of R (a) in N T, R (v) is the set theoretical join of all the R(a) with a <:v whenever v is a limit ordinal. Clearly every R(a) is" part of NT and there exists a first ordinal a such that R(a)= R(a + 1). From T <_R(a) it follows that NT =NR(a); and from (if) and R(a)= R(a + 1) we infer the impossibility of R(a) <N T. Thus N T = R(a).
Now we let S (a) = S N R (a). It is clear that S(0)=SNT =T and T<(SNN)T=SNNT=SNR(a)=S(a).
Consequently there exists a first ordinal ~ such that T <S(~). It is clear that 0 <v and that v is not a limit ordinal. Hence v =~ + 1; and it follows from our choice of ~ that S(e ) = T. Since R(Q) is a normal subgroup of R(Q + 1), T=S(~) is likewise a normal subgroup of S (~ + 1). Since S(Q + 1) is part of the normalizer of T in NT N S, we have shown that the normalizer of T in S is different from T. Thus (i) is a consequence of (ii), completing the proof.
It is a consequence of w 2, Proposition 2 that every upper hypercentral subgroup is a locally finitely reducible subgroup.Thus it suffices to characterize the upper hypercentral subgroups among the locally finitely reducible subgroups; and this we are going to do next.
Theorem 3: The /ollowing properties o/the locally /initely reducible subgroup N o] G are equivalent. (i) N is an upper hypercentral subgroup o] G. (ii) I] Q and R are normal subgroups o~ G, Q <R <17, and i] R/Q is a ]inite minimal normal subgroup o] G/Q, then R/Q <Z(G/Q). (iii) If T is a subgroup o/G such that T <N T, then the normalizer o] T in N T is di/]erent ]rom T. (iv) I/T is a maximal subgroup o] the subgroup S o] G, and i] N fl S~ T, then T is a normal subgroup o] S. (v) I] the normal subgroup M o] O is part o] N, i] x is an element o! order a power o/ p in N/M and g an element in G/M, then there exists an integer m =re(x, g)such that x~m = gym X.
(vi) I[ x is in N and g is in G, then {x, g} is an upper nilpotent group. (vii) I/x is in N and g is in G, then N N {x, g} is an upper hypercentral subgroup o]
{x,g}.
Proof: We note first that the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of w 2, Proposition 2 --we have stated (ii) only, since this condition will be used several times during this proof. 
. Thus there exists an element h in H which is not in T. It is clear that the set of commutators [h, t] for t in T is part of M _< T, since [H, G] K M. But then h belongs to the normalizer of T in N T, since h belongs to N. Thus (iii) is a consequence of (i).
Since our condition (iii) is identical with property (ii) ol Lemma 1, the condition (i) of Lemma 1 may be deduced from our condition (iii). But our condition (iv) is a special case of Lemma 1, (i); and thus we see that (iii) implies (iv).
Assume next the validity of (iv) and consider normal subgroups Q and R of G with the following properties: Q < R < N and R~ Q is a finite minimal normal subgroup of G/Q. Consider furthermore a maximal subgroup T* of the subgroup S* of G/Q such that S* (1 R / Q ~ T*. There exist uniquely determined subgroups S and T of G such that S* = S / Q and T* = T/Q. Then T is a maximal subgroup of S which does not contain R 0 S _<N N S.
Hence T does not contain N (I S and it follows from (iv) that T is a normal subgroup of S.
Consequently T* is a normal subgroup of S*. Thus we see that tile finite minimal normal subgroup R/Q of G/Q satisfies condition (ii) of w 4, Proposition 1. Hence 
R/Q <Z(G/Q).
Thus (ii) is a consequence of (iv) and we have verified the equivalence of the first four Remark: Quite a few of the implications of the preceding proof did not actually involve the hypothesis that N is a locally finitely reducible subgroup of G. As a companionpiece to the preceding theorem we are now going to give a characterization of upper hypercentral subgroups which does not involve local finite reducibility and which may be related to chain conditions.
Theorem 4: The normal subgroup N o] G is an upper hypercentral subgroup o/G i/, and only i/, the/ollowing conditions are saris~fed. (a) I] S is a subgroup o~ G such that S <NS, then the normalizer o] S in NS is di/-]erent /rom S. (b) If M is a n~mal subgroup of G such that M < N, then N/M contains an element, not 1, with maximal centralizer in G/M. (e) I/M is a normal subgroup o] G such that M < N, and i] S is a subgroup o] G / M such that (N/M)C(N/M <G/M) gS <G/M and (N/M) fi Z(S) ~ 1, then there exists a subgroup T r 1 o~ (N/M) N Z(S) such that the normalizer o/T in G/M is di]/erent /tom S.
Proof: Assume first that N is an upper hypercentral normal subgroup of G. Then we deduce the necessity of condition (a) hi the proof of (c') we distinguish two cases. 
(z<G/M) G < C(w <G/M). If t is an element in Z[C(w <G/M)], then t conmmtes with z, since z belongs to C(z<G/M) and therefore to C(w<G/M). Hence t belongs to C(z<G/M) and to the centralizer of C(z<G/M). Thus t belongs to Z[C{z<G/M)] so that Z[C (w <G/ M)] <Z[C(z <G/ M)]. It follows from the minimal choice of Z[C(z <G/ M)] that Z[C(w<G/M)] =Z[C(z<G/M)]. This implies in particular that z belongs to Z[C(w<G/M)]. Hence C (w<G/M)<_C (z<G/M)<C (u,<G/M) or C(z<G/M)= = C (w <G/M), proving the desired maximality of C(z <G/M).
Corollary 2: I] N is a normal subgroup o] G such that G/NC(N <G) is upper nilpotent, then condition (c) o] Theorem 4 is saris/led by N.
Proof: Suppose that M is a normal subgroup of G and that M<N. Then 
NC(N<G)/M ~_(N/M)C(N/M <G/M); and hence it follows from our hypothesis and w 2, Proposition 1 that (G/M)/[(N/M)C(N/M <G/M)] is upper nilpotent. Suppose now that S is a subgroup of G/M which satisfies (N/M)C(N/M <G/M)<_S <G/M. Then it follows from Theorem 4 that the subgroup S/[(N/M)C(N/M <G/M)] of the upper nilpotent group (G/M)/[(N/M)C(N/M<G/M)] is different from its normalizer. Hence the normalizer T of S in G/M is greater than S. But T is likewise part of the normalizer of the characteristic subgroup Z(S) of S; and T is consequently part of the normalizer of (N/M) N Z (S). Now it is clear that cortditioa (c) of Theorem 4 is satisfied by N.
Remark: It is easily deduced from Theorem 3, (v) 
One verifies that A = C(A <G). Hence ~ is isomorphic to G/AC(A <G). But Z(O) = 1
proving that 9 is not upper nilpotent.
Hypercentral Subgroups without Elements of Infinite Order.
We begin by characterizing the finite upper hypercentral subgroups among the normal subgroups. 
oi G which is generated by a finite number o~ elements o~ finite order. (vii) I~ x is an element el order a power o/p in N and i] g is an element in G, then there exists an integer m = re(x, g) such that xg v'~= g v'n x; N is generated by a/inite number el elements o] finite order; if M is a normal subgroup o~ G such that M < N and N / M is a pgroup, then N / M is finite. (viii) 1] the order o/the element x in N is a power o/p, then there exists an integer m = re(x)
such that xg v'n = g v'n x/or every g in G; N is generated by a finite number oi elements o/finite order; N / N n is finite/or every prime power n.
Remark: Note that the first of the three conditions (vii) is weaker than the first condition (viii) whereas the third condition (vii) is stronger than the third condition (viii).
Proof: It is a consequence of w 2, Proposition 1 that (i) implies (ii); and it is obvious that (ii) implies (iii). Consequently N is a finite upper hypercentral subgroup of G so that (i) is a consequence of (iv).
Assume next the validity of (iii)
.
It is clear that (i) implies (v)
; and it is a consequence of w 2, Proposition 2 and w 5, Theorem 3 that (v) implies (vi). That (vi) implies (vii) may be deduced from w 1, Lemma 5.
Assume now the validity of (vii) and suppose by way of contradiction that N is infinite.
Since N is finitely generated, we may deduce from w 1, Lemma 1 the existence of a normal subgroup M of G with the following properties:
(a) ( if H is a normal subgroup of G and M < H <N, then N/H is finite.
Next we prove the following fact. The following notations will prove couvenient for tile i)urlJoses of this proof. Tlm element x in N/M is a proper element, if x r 1 and if there exists an element y of prime power order in N such that x = My. It is clear that such a proper element has order a power of p; and this prime number p we shall call the characteristic of the proper element x.
(c) N/M is generated by its proper elements. This is clear once we remember that N is generated by its elements of finite order and that N is therefore generated by its elements of prime power order. is a consequence of (i).
Assume conversely the validity of (viii). There exists a finite set F of elements of finite order in N which generates N; and we may assume without loss in generality that every element in $' is of prime power order. We denote by P the finite set of primes which occur in the orders of the elements in F.
If p is a prime in P, then we denote by F(p) the finite and not vacuous subset of follows from w 2, Proposition 1 that every subgroup of H is upper nilpotent; and now it follows from Theorem 1 that finitely many elements in F(N) generate a finite subgroup.
Thus (iii) is a consequence of (if) and it is obvious that (iii) implies (iv).
That ( Proof: Assume first that G is an upper nilpotent group without elements of infinite order. Consider elements x and y of order a power of p in G; and denote by S the subgroup generated by x and y. It follows from w 2, Proposition 1 that S is upper nilpotent; and now it follows from Theorem 1, (v) that S is a finite nilpotent group. But a finite nilpotent group is the direct product of its primary components; see, for instance, Zassenhaus [1; p. 107, Assume conversely that G is the direct product of primary locally finitely reducible subgroups G,. Then it is clear that G does not contain elements of infinite order. Consider now some definite Go. This is a p-group. If g is an element in G, then g = g' g" where g' belongs to Go and g" belongs to H GT. It is clear that g' and g" commute and that g" T~(7 commutes with every element in Go. But g' has order pn; and so g~n= g,,~n commutes with every element in Go. Thus we see that G, satisfies conditions (C) and (iii) of w 5, Theorem 2, proving that Go is an upper hypercentral subgroup of G. But then if follows from w 2, Proposition 2 that the product G of all the Go is an upper hypercentral subgroup of G. Hence G is an upper nilpotent group as we wanted to show. Here as always we denote by t ~ the totality of elements in G which are conjugate to t in G.
Proof: It is an obvious conseqt~ence of w 2, Proposition 2 that (i) and (if) are equivalent. Assume now the validity of (if). Then it follows from Theorem 2 that every element in (t a } is of finite order; and it follows from Theorem l, w 3, Lemma 2 and w 5, Theorem 2 that (iii) is a consequence of (if). If (iii) is true, then it follows from w 1, Lemma 2 that finite subsets of (t ~ generate finite subgroups; and now it is clear that (iii) implies (iv).
Assume finally the validity of (iv). If s is an element in t ~ then there exists an element x in G such that s = x -1 tx. If g is an element in G, then let g' = xgx -1. Then it follows from (iv) that tg '~m(g'~ = g"'~(g'~ t. Hence ( + ) 8g ~m(~') = X -1to '~m(a') X = X -z g,~m(g') tx = g~m(g') S.
Consider now a finite subset T of t ~ and denote by S the subgroup generated by T.
If w is an element in S and s is an element in T, then we infer from (+) the existence of an integer n(s) such that sw ~'(') = w ~"(") s. Denote by n the maximum of the finitely many integers n (s) for s in T. Then sw ~" = w ~" s for every s in T. Since w ~" commutes with every element in the set T generating S, w ~" belongs to the center Z(S) of S. Hence S/Z(S) is a finitely generated p-group. It follows from (iv) that S, and consequently S ] Z (S), is a locally finitely reducible group. Application of Theorem 1 shows that S/Z (S) is a finite p-group. But then S is an upper nilpotent group which is generated by a finite number of elements of order a power of p; and it follows from Theorem 1 [and Corollary 1] that S is a finite p-group.
Having shown that finitely many elements in t ~ generate a finite p-group we see that (t ~ } is a p-group. If x is an element in (to}, then there existz a finite subset T of t ~ such that x belongs to S = ( T}. If g is an element in G, then we deduce from ( + ) the existence of integers n(s) for s in T such that sg ~"(s)= g~,(8~ s. Denote by n themaximum of the finitely many integers n(s) for s in T. Then sg ~ = g~s for every s in T; and this implies that g~" commutes with every element in S = ( T}. Hence we have in particular xg ~" = g~" x.
Tlms we have shown that the p-group { t ~ } satisfies e()nd itions (C) and (iii) of w 5, Theorem 2.
Consequently {t c} is an upper hyperccntral subgroup of G so that (if) is a consequcncc of (iv). This completes the proof.
Torsionfree Hypereentral Subgroups.
A group is called torsion~fee, if it does not contain elements of finite order except 1. Let T-={x, g}, P = N n T and denote by Q the centralizer of P in T. We conclude as before that P is a torsionfree upper hypercentral subgroup of T and that T/Q is torsionfree. It follows from xg m =gm x that gm belongs to Z(T) <Q. Since T/Q is torsionfree, g itself belongs to Q. But x is in P. Hence xg = gx, as we wanted to show. The validity of (a) may be deduced from w 2, Proposition 2.
Assume conversely the validity of conditions (a) and (b). Consider an element a in N and an element g in G. Let S = ( a, g} and T -N n S. We begin by proving the following fact.
1) If M is a normal subgroup of S such that M < T and TIM is torsion]tee, then (T/M) n Z(S/M) # 1.
It will be convenient to let s* = Ms for s in S; and if Y is a subset of S, then Y* is the totality of elements y* for y in Y. Denote by D* the product of all the normal subgroups of S* which are part of T* N C(a* <S*). This is naturally a normal subgroup of S* which is part of T* N C(a* <S*); and there exists a uniquely determined normal subgroup D of S such that M _<D and DIM = D*. It is a consequence of (b")that D*# 1. Hence
M <DK_N NS.
Next we form/i: = {D, g}. It is clear that D is a normal subgroup of E and that E/D is cyclic. Let N N E=H. Then D<H so that H i~ a normal subgroup of E and F,]H is the cyclic group generated by Hg. Note now that M<D <_H KE KS. Since T/M is torsionfree, H/M is likewise torsionfree. Thus we may apply (b") on the element 9" = Mg in F,/M =F,*; and it follows that H* n C(g* <E*) contains normal subgroups different from 1. It follows that the product P* of all the normal subgroups of E* which are part of H* r C(g* <E*) is different from 1.
Assume by way of contradiction that D* q C(g* < E*) = 1. If we recall that g* belongs to C(g*<E*} and that E*-{D*, g*}, then it follows that C(g*<E*)={g*}. From 1 <P* ~ C(g* <E*) = { g*} we deduce now the existence of a positive integer i such that P* ={g*~}. Since P* and D* are normal subgroups of E* such that P* N D* = 1, g*~ commutes with every element in D*. Since D* is torsionfree, D* __%(N N S)/M, we may apply (b'). Consequently g* itself commutes with every element in D*. But then 1 < D* gC(g* <E*) contradicting our assumption that D* N C(g* <E*)= 1. Thus we have shown that D* n C(g* <E*) # 1.
If we remember that every element in D* commutes with a* and that S* = { a*, 17" }, then we find that 1 <D* N C(g* <E*) ~Z(S*) N T*;
and this completes the proof of (1).
(2) I] M is a normal subgroup oi S such that M < T and TIM is torsio~]ree, then (TIM)/[TIM N Z(S / M)] is torsionfree.
This is an almost obvious consequence of condition (b'). 
Finitely Generated Nilpotent Groups.
The importance of this class of groups for our discussion stems from w 5, Theorem 3,
Theorem:
The/ollowing properties o/the group G are equivalent.
(i) G is a finitely generated upper nilpotent group.
(ii) G is a locally /initely reducible group whose maximal subgroups are normal; and the maximum condition is satis/ied by the subgroups o~ G.
(iii) G is a ]initety generated, locally/initely reducible group whose/inite quotient groups are nilpotent; and the maximum condition is satis/ied by the normal subgroups o~ G.
Proof: We assume first that G is a finitely generated, upper nilpotent group. Then The transfinite terms of this series will not be needed.
Since G is finitely generated, there exists a finite set S of elements in G with the following two properties:
(1) G=( S}. (2) If s is in S, then s -1 belongs to S.
Next we define inductively sets of elements S(i) as follows:
8(0) = 8; S(i + 1) is the totality of commutators [t, s] with s in S and t in S(i).
The set theoretical join of the sets S(j) with i <j will be denoted by J(i).
(3) Every set S (i) is finite. If 8 contains n elements, then one verifies inductively that 8(i) contains at most. n i+1 elements, proving the validity of (3). subgroups of G, the maximum condition is likewise satisfied by the normal subgroups of G;
and from the maximum condition we deduce furthermore that every subgroup of G is finitely generated. Hence G itself is finitely generated. If N is a normal subgroup of finite index of G, then GIN is a finite group all of whose maximal subgroups are normal. It follows from Wielandt's Theorem that GIN is nilpotent; see, for instance, Zassenhaus [1; p. 108, Satz 13]. Now it is clear that (iii) is a consequence of (if).
Assume finally the validity of (iii) and assume by way of contradiction that G is not We prove next the following property of W. 
